JCD INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AWARDS 2018 CATEGORIES FOR PARTICIPATION

APPLICATION PERIOD 1st April - 23th May, 2018.
Please refer to our web-site. http://www.jcd.or.jp/designaward_2018

- JCD international design award 2018 decides the communication design of the best in the world.
- "JCD international design award 2018" creates a new category of communication design in the space design area. JCD (Japan Commercial Environmental Design Association) was established in 1983 and then in 1993 was set up as a corporation. It is composed of various creators and organizations that are related to the subject of Commercial Environmental design. JCD international design award under the concept of "Communication design" in the Commercial Environment design area to work in which the Commercial Environment design of the future can be foreseen and showcases the exceptional talent of newcomers.

- CATEGORIES FOR PARTICIPATION
  Communication design in the commercial environment design area includes the following six categories.
  1. Shopping Space: shops, fashion stores, specialty stores, delicatessens, showrooms etc.
  2. Food Space: restaurants, cafes, bars, food courts, cafeterias etc.
  3. Public Commercial Space: shopping centers, department stores, shopping malls, retail outlets, food markets etc.
  4. Service & Entertainment Space: hotels, resort hotels, wedding salons, conference halls, hairdressers, spas, amusement centers, cinemas, gym, fitness centers etc.
  5. Office & Communication Spaces: museums, theaters, concert halls, religious spaces, railway stations, airports, libraries, forum spaces etc.
  6. Public Living Space: offices, studios, apartment public spaces, health centers, medical institutions, educational institutions, museums, factories etc.

- Entry requirements: The space should have been created between May 1, 2017 and April 30, 2018 and should currently be functioning.

- APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
  Designers who hold a position of responsibility for the work. Such individuals may also apply to be judges. (In that case, a judge applicant cannot vote for his/her own work.)

- REGISTRATION Only online registrations are being accepted. For application forms and further details, please refer to our web-site. http://www.jcd.or.jp/designaward_2018

- APPLICATION PERIOD 1st April - 23rd May, 2018

- ENTRY INFORMATION
  Up to five photographs in JPEG format, File size: Max 800 pixel x 600 pixel or Max 450 pixel x 600 pixel drawing, Display resolution 144 dpi, 144 pixel/inch in JPEG format. Comments: Up to 100 characters in English / 150 characters in Japanese.
  File size: Up to Max 6MB for each file. Purpose of entry: To Up to 20 characters (Category) and Description of Design company name is prohibited.

- JUDGING PROCEDURES
  Initial screening will be undertaken on the internet. The most excellent commercial environmental designs of the year, "JCD BEST 100" will be selected from entries. Results will be announced on our website. Final judging. Work selected as "JCD BEST 100" will be placed on presentation panels.

- PRIZE JCD GRAND AWARD: 1 work (5,000,000 yen) JCD GOLD AWARD: 5 works (100,000,000 yen) / JCD SILVER AWARD: about 10 works / JCD HONOR AWARD: several works / several extra prizes from sponsoring company (Results will be announced on our website. We will consider planning design symposium and talk events with the award winners.)
  The final judging process will also be live on Facebook live.

- THE JUDGES FOR INITIAL SCREENING

- JUDGES FOR FINAL SELECTION
  Hirofumi Inoue (Managing Director), Hiroshi Kasuga (Interior Designer), Hitoshi Tanaka (JCD Inc. / Founder & CEO), Takashi Nakas (Photographer), Yoichi Ishino (Architectural), Tetsuo Watanabe (Interior Designer)

- Payment information
  Participation fees: 12,000 yen (including commission on drafts sole.) (Tax & the cost of copy output for the initial screening included.)
  Payment: By Bank Transfer only
  Remittance charge is no charge
  APPLICATION DEADLINE 23rd May, 2018
  PAYING BANK: MUFG Bank, LTD. / SWIFT CODE: MCHUBJJP / A/C WITH BRANCH: MUFG BRANCH
  Payment recipient: Japan Commercial Environmental Design Association, A/C NUMBER: 075-1055745

- THE FINAL JUDGING PROCESS
  Will be open to the public on 7 July, 2018 (Tokyo Design Center) 12:00 Class 17:00 (entrance is free)
  Address: 1-19-15 Hisashi-Gotanda Shinsagam-wa-ku, Tokyo Japan zip code: 141-0022
  Facebook Live Distributor: saw film / same day
  E-mail: info@jcd.or.jp
  SPONSORED BY: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry / Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) / Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism Cooperation - Tokyo Design Center

Photo: JCD international design award 2017 “JCD GRAND AWARD. JINS Kyoto Teramachi store” Designer: ryoji nakamura & associates co., ltd. ryoji nakamura.